June 1, 2017

Mayor Bill de Blasio
City Hall
New York, NY 10007

Re: Due Process, Universal Representation, and the New York Immigrant Family Unity Project

Dear Mayor de Blasio:

The New York City Bar Association (“City Bar”) urges you to preserve universal representation for all individuals detained and facing deportation in New York City through the New York Immigrant Family Unity Project (“NYIFUP”). We have long supported a right to counsel for all people in removal proceedings, and we have commended New York City’s groundbreaking efforts to increase access to counsel for immigrants. We urge New York City not to deny access to counsel to anyone based upon past convictions or criminal charges.

The City Bar’s over 24,000 members include attorneys in private practice, government service, non-profit practice, and academia. Our Immigration and Nationality Law Committee is comprised of immigration attorneys, current and former judges, immigration law scholars, and attorneys specializing in human and civil rights. Committee members represent clients in all aspects of the immigration system and have deep expertise in the fields of immigration law and immigrants’ rights.

Over the last four years, NYIFUP, as the nation’s first immigration public defender system, has set the national standard for how jurisdictions that value their immigrant communities can protect their fundamental rights. Through its universal representation model, NYIFUP provides a critically important guarantee to all New Yorkers: it ensures that no New York family will have a loved one held in detention and deported simply because they cannot afford an attorney. While New Yorkers do have a recognized federal constitutional right to appointed counsel in most criminal proceedings, the federal government generally does not recognize this right in immigration proceedings, even though the Supreme Court has recognized that “deportation is an integral part – indeed, sometimes the most important part – of the penalty that may be imposed on noncitizen defendants who plead guilty to specified crimes.”\(^1\) With a
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new federal administration that has promised to increase enforcement and detention, it is more
critical than ever that New York maintain and strengthen its system of universal representation.

In 2013 and 2014, the City Bar applauded the City Council for allocating funds to
NYIFUP and the Immigration and Nationality Law Committee testified in support of the
funding. Appointing counsel to individuals facing deportation, especially those detained, is a
crucial step to supporting justice and due process and ensuring that New York families are not
torn apart. New York already requires appointment of counsel to parents and others at risk of
losing custody of their children in Family Court, and to defendants in preliminary hearings in
Criminal Court, and soon will, to tenants facing eviction in Housing Court. The right to
appointed counsel in those courts is based on financial need, not on an evaluation of the
individual’s criminal record. A criminal record may, at times, be an appropriate consideration
for a judge deciding the merits in any of these proceedings, but it is never an appropriate factor
in deciding who deserves an attorney to ensure a fair process.

The same is true in immigration proceedings. As former City Bar President Carey
Dunne stated, “it’s hard to see why appointed counsel is still denied to non-citizen[s] […]
facing detention and deportation.” Deportation involves extremely high stakes—“all that
makes life worth living,” as the Supreme Court has said. As a result of deportation, even a
long-time U.S.-resident with a green card is banished from his or her home, friends, family
(even U.S.-citizen family members), job, and property, and is sent to a country in which he or
she may have no ties and may face persecution. For these reasons, the right to counsel in
criminal cases already includes the right to immigration advice.

Detained immigrants face unique hardships and obstacles to due process exacerbating the
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stakes and the need for counsel.\textsuperscript{11} Non-citizens are often held for several weeks before seeing an immigration judge for the first time.\textsuperscript{12} Detention interrupts engagement in all the “essentials of life”—family, housing, work, and education. As retired Immigration Judge Paul Grussendorf has explained, “It is un-American to detain someone, send them to a remote facility where they have no contact with family, place them in legal proceedings where they are often unable to comprehend, and not to provide counsel for them.”\textsuperscript{13}

Counsel is particularly necessary to detainees because U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”) employs detention so widely in New York. From 2005 to 2010, ICE denied bail to nearly 80% of its New York City arrestees. As a result, ICE detained without bond the New York parents of over 10,000 U.S.-citizen children.\textsuperscript{14} ICE set bond for another 20%, with nearly 75% of bonds over $5,000; and released fewer than 1% of detainees on recognizance. Fifty five percent of those receiving bond could not afford to pay.\textsuperscript{15} This starkly contrasts with New York criminal bail decisions, where criminal judges release 68% on recognizance; set bond for another 31%, with 80% of bonds under $1,000; and deny bail to only 1%.\textsuperscript{16} Counsel is thus key to winning a bond hearing and securing release.

But detainees “face a Catch-22” -- they are highly unlikely to be released from detention without counsel’s assistance, but generally cannot find counsel until release from detention, given limited access to communication, financial constraints, and barriers to lawyers accessing detention facilities. Without counsel, detention hampers the ability to collect evidence and litigate a case on its merits.\textsuperscript{17} Thus, the “immigrant representation crisis” particularly affects detainees. Before NYIFUP, 60% of those in detained in proceedings lacked counsel, according to the New York Immigrant Representation Group’s 2011 study.\textsuperscript{18} A stunning 97% of those detained without counsel lost their cases. Meanwhile, 74% of those not detained and able to find representation won their deportation cases.\textsuperscript{19} Counsel levels the playing field for non-citizens asserting a right to stay in the U.S. against a trained ICE attorney in an adversarial system. Competent representation also results in some non-citizens who have no relief accepting a deportation order and leaving the United States more quickly.

During the past four years, NYIFUP has provided representation to over 2,000 indigent
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immigrants. Through August 2015, NYIFUP attorneys were successful in reuniting detained immigrants with family members in 52% of their cases and winning 71% of their trials – a 1,000% improvement over the success rate for detained unrepresented non-citizens facing removal.20 Many of the individuals whose cases NYIFUP won would not have been eligible for representation through the program if the proposed exclusions based on certain convictions had been in place.

“Access to justice reflects our American values,”21 and the right to due process means that every individual should have a fair day in court. Denying counsel to some individuals based on their criminal record, or where they lived before being detained, will gut New York’s model universal representation system for immigrants. In this time of unprecedented hostility to immigrants from the federal government, New York should be expanding access to counsel, not contracting a successful and groundbreaking representation program.

The City Bar urges your office to continue to lead our nation in our fight for due process for all, and to provide appointed counsel to all detained indigent non-citizens in removal proceedings by providing full funding for NYIFUP.

Respectfully,

John S. Kiernan

Cc: Commissioner Nisha Agarwal, Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs
    Hon. Julissa Ferreras-Copeland
    Hon. Rory Lancman
    Hon. Melissa Mark-Viverito
    Hon. Carlos Menchaca